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The reflector, which 
doesn’t spoil your 
outfits. That’s why 
you don’t have to 
take it off every time 
you meet people.

Reflective 
stick

Patented product
Designed by Martynas Kazimierėnas & Vytautas Gečas 

Safety first. As well as style! Reflective stick shines 
in the dark like a supernova, making you visible 

at night and looking great at sunrise. 
That’s why you don’t have to take it off. 

Wear reflector without ruining your outfits 
and without being run over.

Market doesn’t offer safety reflectors, which are 
good looking and can be a fashion accessory. And 

then there is a human need to feel safe on the roads. 
Ideal for wearing yourself or as a present. 

Reflectors are packed on 
postcard sized cardboard. Package

Colorssilver

Water resistant withstands 
temperatures from –40C to +40C. Features

Rubber, Certificated reflecting fabric, 
2,5mm natural rubber string. Material 

Size 29x140x4 mm
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Safety first. As well as style! Reflective badge “Oreflector” shines in 
the dark like a supernova, making you visible at night and looking 

great at sunrise. That’s why you don’t have to take it off. Wear 
“Oreflector” without ruining your outfits and without being run over.

Market doesn’t offer safety reflectors, which are good looking and 
can be a fashion accessory. And then there is a human need to feel 

safe on the roads. Ideal for wearing yourself or as a present. 

The reflector, which 
doesn’t spoil your outfits. 
That’s why you don’t have 
to take it off every time 
you meet people.

Reflective badge 
“Oreflector”

“Oreflectors” are packed on 
postcard sized cardboard. Package

Colorskhakiredsilver neon
yellow

neon
green

Patented product
Designed by Martynas Kazimierėnas 
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Water resistant withstands 
temperatures from –40C to +40C. Features

Double maxi & mini

Single miniSingle maxi

Certificated reflecting fabric, 
metal pin, plastic backing. Material 

Sizes Mini - 38 mm 
Maxi - 55 mm

neon 
orange blue



Reflective 
button

Replace your old buttons with new reflective ones. Why? They do 3 
things at a time: hold your clothes together, reflects light at night thus 

keeping you safe and guarantees your looks to be WOW. So take a 
needle and add reflective buttons to your wardrobe. Or ask mum!

Package  consist of  4 psc. 
small or big buttons Package

Patented product
Designed by Martynas Kazimierėnas 

Colorssilver neon
yellowblack

Certificated reflecting fabric, 
plastic backing. Material 

Sizes Mini - 22 mm 
Maxi - 28 mm
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Key holder - mirror

A mirror + a magnet: it will hold your keys, coins and 
other metal objects. Place the mirror on a wall next 

to your door and never forget anything at home.
Just look in the mirror , admire yourself and 

remember everything you have forgotten.

Magnetic mirror

Patented product
Designed by Martynas Kazimierėnas  & Vytautas Gečas

new

Black carboard 
box  Package

A4 - 210 x 297mm
A3 - 420 x 297mm Size

Mirror, black MDF, 
neodymium magnets Material
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Picnic / table cloth
You love white and tidy tablecloth like in Italian 
trattorias? But hate the idea of ironing it? 
We do too. So we made the no-need-to-iron 
tablecloth!

Papercloth is washable and almost impossible 
to tear apart. After a dinner just put this 
tablecloth into the washing machine and
re-use it straight away. It dries in a minute!

Both indoor and outdoor use makes it superb 
for your picnic or other trips. 

“Tyvek” 
Water proof

Stain resistant 
 100 % recyclable

Ultra light: 115 - 275g. 
Weather resistant: 

-70°C - +100°C

Material

Shapes 
& sizes

Patented product
Designed by Martynas Kazimierenas

Indoor & 

outdoor

use

60

Rectangle  
smallSquare Round

Rectangle  
big

1.5 x 2.5m

Ø 1.5m1.5 x 1.5m
1 x 1.5m

Transparent 
plastic ball

Foil bag

Package
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Wrapping photo new

Material70 grm/m2 

matt paper

PackageRoll of 2 
or 20  sheets

SizesSheet size 
small - 47x70 cm
big - 70x100 cm 
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MarbleFir tree

Photo
Marble
Fir tree

Sea

Sea

Use this photorealistic wrap and your 
present will turn into a marble brick, 

sliver of the ocean or a Fir Tree. 
Simple, beautiful and, most importantly, 

no more cliché heart, flower or teddy 
bear patterns on your gifts.

Unique gifts deserve to be 
wrapped in a unique paper

Patented product
Designed by Martynas Kazimierenas



Take a piece of chalk 
and write your 
message on a 

“Cotton Twitter” 
T-shirt. Want a new 

message? Simply 
throw the T-shirt into 

a washing machine.

Written text doesn’t 
come off until you  

wash the T-shirt.

Writable 
T-shirt 

“Cotton 
twitter”

USER MANUAL: 

30

Take 
out the 
T-shirt

Write/
draw with 

chalk on 
a black 
square

Wash “Cotton 
Twitter” for a 
new message 
 

a b c
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T-shirts
 

Sweatshirts
 

Package

100 % 
cotton 

 
Material

Material

Package consist of 
1 folded T-shirt and 

3 pieces of white chalk.

PackagePackage consist of 
1 folded Sweatshirt and 
3 pieces of white chalk.

Unisex black navygrey turq-blue

 Colors

 Colors
turq-
uoise khaki

khaki

garnetused
black

used
black

black

black navy

navy

turq-
uoiseHers

His grey

grey

65% cotton 
45% polyester

Patented product
Designed by Martynas Kazimierėnas 

used 
raspberry



T-shirts Writable T-shirt 
“Cotton twitter” for kids

Sweatshirts 

Package

Package

100 % cotton

65% cotton 
30% polyester 5% viscose

Material

Material

Package consist of 
1 folded T-shirt and 

3 pieces of white chalk.

 Colors
lemonturq-

uoise navypink

grey light
greyblack

lemon  Colorsgreyblack
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Package consist of 
1 folded Sweatshirt and 
3 pieces of white chalk.

Patented product
Designed by Martynas Kazimierėnas 

kids

kids

Take a piece of chalk and write your message on a 
“Cotton Twitter” T-shirt. Want a new message? 
Simply throw the T-shirt into a washing machine.

USER MANUAL: 

30

Take 
out the 
T-shirt

Write/
draw with 

chalk on 
a black 
square

Wash “Cotton 
Twitter” for a 
new message 
 

a b c

turq-
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A lollipop, like they used to be. 
Natural color, homely taste, 
mouth watering looks. 
Each “jollypop” is unique and carefully 
made with loving hands. 
It just takes you back. Instantly!

Jollypop 
Sweet looking, sweet tasting handmade lollipop

Patented product

new

Gmo Free 
Gluten Free  

Alergen Free
 Vegan Friendly

Handmade  
Expiration Date - 12 Months

Package size 
23 x 12 cm Size

Features

Cherry dot
Glucose syrup, sugar, ascorbic acid, 

carbon black, nat. aroma type cherry

Banana moon
Glucose syrup, sugar, ascorbic acid, nat. 

aroma type banana, titanium dioxide, curcumine

Sharp mango
Glucose syrup, sugar, ascorbic acid, nat. aroma type 

mango, titanium dioxide, curcumin, extract of cryptocarya

Grapefruit piggy
Glucose syrup, sugar, ascorbic acid, nat. aroma type 

grapefruit, titanium dioxide, curcumin, extract of cryptocarya

Very berry
Glucose syrup, sugar, concentrated chokeberry juice, 

ascorbic acid, dried black currants

Happy apple
Glucose syrup, sugar, ascorbic acid, 

chlorophyll, natural apple essence

Flavors & 
Ingredients

Photo: dualhead.lt



Just dip into hot water and enjoy
a spoonful of most natural herbal tea

The genius invention of 3-in-1 tea: wooden spoon + yummy herbs + sweetener. 
All carefully made by hand. Dip T-Spoon into boiling water, let the plants release 

aroma and have yourself a cup of tasty tea.T-spoon

1 spoon Package
2 spoons Package Package

Patented product

Natural Herbs
Gmo Free 

Gluten Free 
 Vegan Friendly

Handmade  
Expiration Date - 24 Months

Features

Pepermint
Glucose syrup, sugar, dried peppermint, peppermint extract

Thyme
Glucose syrup, sugar, dried thyme, thyme extract

Mix of Pepermint & Thyme
 Plucose syrup, sugar, dried thyme, dried peppermint, 

cryptocarya massoia, thyme extract, peppermint extract

Caraway
Glucose syrup, sugar, dried caraway, caraway extract

Flavors & 
Ingredients
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Unrolling  
“Xmas tree”

A guilt-free Christmas tree: 
roll it out, stick to any 
vertical surface and wait 
for Mr.Claus. Ecolicious!

Patented product
Designed by Martynas Kazimierėnas 

+

5 cm x 65 cm

Unrolling Xmas tree comes in 
poster-tube cardboard package.

Package consist of two Xmas trees: big 
& small. Together comes the instruction 

how to apply sticker perfectly.

removable 
sticker

Safe to remove from 
painted wall, glass, washable wallpaper   

Large tree
158 x 60 cm

Package

Material

Features

3. Cut away the upper 
part of backing paper 
with scissors.

1. Find a smooth, dry and dust 
free vertical surface, align your 
Xmas tree evenly and fix its 
position with a removable tape 
on top.

2. Peel the 
very top of 
a sticker.

4. Apply the top of the 
sticker to the surface 
using your card and 
then remove the tape.

5. Slowly peel the remaining back-
ing paper from top to the bottom 
and at the same time gently apply 
sticker to the surface with a card 
wrapped in cloth. That's it!
 

How to apply your 
removable Xmas tree 
sticker perfectly:

You might be tempted to keep unrolling Xmas tree on your wall even after the Santa has left the town. 
But for your wall safety we recommend to remove the sticker after 1 tmoth. Just in case.

You will need 
scissors, 

removable tape and 
a plastic card 

wrapped in cloth. 

1 2 3 4 5

Why cut a tree just for fun and throw it away afterwards, when you can merry your room 
with a hip-looking Xmas tree wallpaper? On the back side it has safe sticky surface 

and works like a big sticker, leaving no trace on the wall when removed in time. This tree 
takes no space, looks great at all times and gives your interior a very fresh Xmassy look. 

So bring good karma to your christmas - get yourself unrolling Xmas tree.
It’s even better than a real thing.
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Small tree 
78 x 29 cm



Mrs Egle Opeikiene
goods@march.lt
+37060780905
www.march.lt

MARCH is a product development company, 
founded in 2012 by Martynas Kazimierėnas 
and Egle Opeikienė. It currently operates from 
headquarters under the oak trees in Vilnius, the 
capital of Lithuania.

We constantly observe surroundings and things 
of daily use in a quest to find a gap – a new 
object, new invention, a new principle. MARCH 
has strong views on overproducing, making sure 
that we put in our pipeline only those objects 
that can be invented or re-invented. Like the 
safety reflector, which can improve your safety 
by being more wearable. That makes MARCH 
environment friendly company.

MARCH invents its own products and 
collaborates with other creative folks as well – 
our interest ranges from life saving reflectors 
to hand made lollipops. Company looks for a 
good idea in the first place, then proceeds with 
design, production and hands-on management.

Company
March design studio Ltd
Address: M.K.Ciurlionio str. 1-13, 
Vilnius 03104, Lithuania
Registration number: 302792216 
VAT number: LT100006926915

Warehouse
March design studio
(Uzupio meno inkubatorius)
Kriviu str. 10 Vilnius 01203, Lithuania
Contact: +37065087111
hello@march.lt

Bank
Company name: March design studio LTD
Bank name: AB Swedbank
Bank address: Konstitucijos ave.20A, 
Vilnius 03502
IBAN: LT347300010131704201 
SWIFT code: HABALT22 

About us 

Contact

Details


